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ABSTRACT

Three main collaborative beamforming (CB) solutions based on different channel models exist: the optimal CSI-based
CB (OCB), the conventional or monochromatic (i.e., single-ray) distributed CB (M-DCB), and the recently developed
bichromatic (i.e., two-ray) distributed CB (B-DCB). In this paper, we perform an analytical comparison, under practical
constraints, between these CB solutions in terms of achieved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as well as achieved throughput.
Assuming the presence of local scattering in the source vicinity and accounting for implementation errors incurred by each
CB solution, we derive for the first time closed-form expressions of their true achieved SNRs. For low angular spread (AS),
where both solutions nominally achieve the same SNR in ideal conditions, we show that the B-DCB always outperforms
OCB, more so and at larger regions of AS values when errors increase. Excluding exceptional circumstances of unrealistic
low quantization levels (i.e., very large quantization errors) that are hard to justify in practice, we also show that the new
B-DCB always outperforms the M-DCB as recently found nominally in ideal conditions. This work is also the first to
push the performance analysis of CB to the throughput level by taking into account the feedback overhead cost incurred
by each solution. We prove both by concordant analysis and simulations that the B-DCB is able to outperform, even for
high AS values, the OCB which is penalized by its prohibitive implementation overhead, especially for a large number of
collaborating terminals and/or high Doppler frequencies. Indeed, it is shown that the operational regions in terms of AS
values over which the new B-DCB is favored against OCB in terms of achieved throughput can reach up to 40ı. Copyright
© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND
BACKGROUND

In wireless communication, transmit (Tx) or receive (Rx)
beamforming refers to a technique in which a multiple-
antenna transceiver transmits or receives a message
through its K antennas [1–14]. Each antenna multiplies
its Tx or Rx signal by a beamforming weight so that
signals are constructively combined at the destination.
Several approaches can be adopted to properly select
these weights such as minimizing the total transmit power
subject to the received quality-of-service constraint, max-
imizing the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) subject
to the total transmit power constraint, or simply match-
ing the channel between the source or receiver and each
antenna [1,2]. In this work, we are particularly interested in

minimizing the noise power while keeping the beamformer
response in the desired direction equal to unity (i.e., distor-
tionless response). When the beamforming response in the
desired direction is fixed, it has been shown that the Tx
or Rx beamforming technique is able to achieve a K-fold
gain against single-antenna communication schemes in
both received SNR and power efficiency (i.e., a K-fold
decrease in the antennas power consumption) [1–5].
However, when practical constraints (size constraint, etc.)
rule out the use of multiple-antenna units, a collaborative
communication scheme among K single-antenna small-
battery-powered terminals called Tx or Rx collaborative
beamforming (CB) can alternatively be used to emulate
conventional beamforming [6–14]. Because of the very-
often stringent limitation in battery power available at each
collaborative terminal, it is of utmost importance that CB
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techniques be power efficient. A distinguishing feature of
CB with respect to conventional beamforming is that ter-
minals are often located at different physical locations, are
wireless connected, and have independent local clocks and
oscillators. Hence, any collaborative scheme to be devised
and implemented among the CB terminals would necessar-
ily require some degree of communication between them,
an inevitable overhead that has to be minimized to avoid
depleting battery power and useful throughput.

One such collaborative scheme is prerequisite synchro-
nization in frequency, phase, and time between terminals
prior to CB itself to allow them operate virtually as a
single physical entity. Indeed, in order to avoid destruc-
tive combining of signals at the destination, which would
be catastrophic for CB, terminals must synchronize their
carrier frequencies and transmit their corresponding sig-
nal at the same time. To address this challenge, differ-
ent research groups developed synchronization approaches
that are power, cost, and spectrum efficient, such as those
in [7–10]. Another equally important challenge is the CB
design itself once prerequisite synchronization is achieved
as assumed in this work. An important issue in CB design
is that terminals are autonomous units that have limited
knowledge about each other in the network. In the very
likely event where the designed weights would depend on
the locally unavailable information at every terminal, the
latter would not be able to compute its own weight with-
out severely depleting throughput and power from the huge
overhead potentially requested [11–14]. To get around
this problem, a master terminal with global knowledge
of the network is envisaged to compute, as appropri-
ate, all weights or all required channel state information
(CSI) and broadcast them to the terminals [11,12]. Com-
monly known as centralized CB, the implementation over-
head of this scheme increases proportionally to K and
becomes prohibitive especially when the number of ter-
minals is typically large such as those in wireless sen-
sor networks. This impediment motivates further investi-
gation of more power-efficient and spectrum-efficient CB
techniques.

In [13] and [14], lending themselves to a distributed
implementation, the authors proposed a variety of so-called
distributed CB (DCB) techniques wherein the designed
weights solely depend on the information commonly avail-
able at every terminal, and hence, each terminal is able
to locally compute its own weight. So far, however,
such works neglected the scattering and reflection effects
and assumed plane-wave (single-ray) propagation chan-
nels termed here as monochromatic (with reference to
their angular distribution). By fitting the true channel into
an array manifold that is mainly parameterized by the
source position, this assumption allows a distributed imple-
mentation by ridding each CB weight at large K from
any information locally unavailable [13,14]. However,
this assumption is only valid in far-field line-of-sight
environments with very low scattering that, apart from
rural areas, are not valid in urban or even suburban macro-
cell areas. Indeed, in such environments, the presence of

local scattering in the receiver (source) vicinity causes
an angular spread (AS) of the Rx or Tx signal. Hence,
L independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) rays or
‘spatial chromatics’ (with reference to their angular distri-
bution) arise to form a multi-ray (L-ray) channel [15–18].
Because of the resulting mismatch in the expected distor-
tionless response between the nominal single-ray and the
true multi-ray channels, it was shown in [16] that the per-
formance of monochromatic DCB (M-DCB) techniques
degrades in rural areas where the AS is still very small
and becomes unsatisfactory when the AS increases such
as in suburban and urban areas. This impediment unfortu-
nately limits the DCB’s real-world applicability range. It
is noteworthy that the CSI-based centralized CB schemes
discussed earlier could properly handle multi-ray chan-
nel environments and implement optimal distortionless CB
(OCB), but again, the overhead associated with the K
channel estimations would be prohibitive, especially when
K is large and/or when estimates have to be frequently
updated at high Doppler [19–23]. In [24] and [25], we
have recently developed a new CB design that combines
the benefits of M-DCB (i.e., small-overhead-distributed
implementation) and OCB (i.e., better match with the true
channel in scattered environments) and which avoids their
respective drawbacks (channel mismatch and large over-
head). Exploiting the fact that for low AS, a multi-ray
channel—owing to a Taylor series expansion of its correla-
tion matrix—can be properly approximated by two angular
rays and hence considered as bichromatic, we developed
a new bichromatic DCB (B-DCB). In [25], we analyzed
and compared the B-DCB against M-DCB in terms of SNR
performance without accounting for implementation errors
(i.e., in ideal conditions). We showed that the B-DCB solu-
tion always outperforms its M-DCB vis-a-vis and is able to
achieve until 3 dB of average-signal-to-average-noise ratio
(ASANR) gains.

In this work, we consider for analysis not only the
M-DCB and the B-DCB but also the OCB solution to
achieve a dual-hop communication from a source to a
receiver, through a wireless network comprised of K
independent terminals. Assuming the presence of local
scattering in the source vicinity and accounting for esti-
mation and quantization errors incurred by each CB
solution, we compare their achieved SNRs in practi-
cal conditions. To this end, we derive for the first time
their true achieved SNRs in closed-form taking into
account estimation and feedback quantization errors. For
low AS, where both solutions nominally achieve the
same SNR in ideal conditions, we show that B-DCB
always outperforms OCB, more so at larger regions
of AS values when errors increase. Excluding excep-
tional circumstances of unrealistic low quantization levels
(i.e., very large quantization errors) hard to justify in prac-
tice, we also show that the new B-DCB always outperforms
the M-DCB as recently found nominally in ideal con-
ditions. This work is also the first to push the perfor-
mance analysis of CB to the throughput level by taking
into account the feedback overhead cost incurred by each
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solution. We prove both by concordant analysis and simu-
lations that the B-DCB is able to outperform, even for high
AS values, the OCB, which is penalized by its prohibitive
implementation overhead, especially for a large number of
collaborating terminals and/or high Doppler frequencies.
Indeed, it is shown that the operational regions in terms of
AS values over which the new B-DCB is favored against
OCB in terms of achieved throughput can reach up to 40ı.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The sys-
tem model is described in Section 2. The CB techniques in
the presence of local scattering are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 compares the performance of these techniques
in terms of ASANR, whereas Section 5 compares them in
terms of the link-level throughput. Simulations results are
shown in Section 6 and concluding remarks are given in
Section 7.

Notation: Uppercase and lowercase bold letters denote
matrices and vectors, respectively. Œ��il and Œ��i are the
.i ; l/th entry of a matrix and i th entry of a vector, respec-
tively. I is the identity matrix and el is a vector with one in
the l th position and zeros elsewhere. .�/T and .�/H denote
the transpose and the Hermitian transpose, respectively. k�k
is the two-norm of a vector, and j � j is the absolute value.

Ef�g stands for the statistical expectation, and

�
ep1
�!

�
p1
�!

denotes (element-wise) convergence with probability one.
J1.�/ is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind and
ˇ is the element-wise product.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

As can be observed from Figure 1, in this work, both
Rx and Tx CB schemes are of concern. As illustrated in
Figure 1(a), the system of interest in the Rx CB configu-
ration consists of a wireless network or subnetwork com-
prised ofK uniformly and independently distributed termi-
nals onD.O;R/, the disc with center at O and radius R, a
receiver atO , and a source S located in the same plane con-
tainingD.O;R/ [4,5,13]. We assume that there is no direct
link from the source to the receiver because of pathloss
attenuation. Moreover, let .rk ;  k/ denote the polar coor-
dinates of the kth terminal and .As; �s/ denote those of
the source. Without loss of generality, the latter is assumed
to be at �s D 0 and to be located in the far-field region;
hence, As � R. In a dual-hop communication scheme,
each terminal receives the desired signal from the source
in the first hop, then multiplies it by a properly designed
CB weight and forwards the resulting signal to the receiver
in the second hop. Description of the Tx CB configuration
in Figure 1(b) is straightforward from the previous, where
only the source and receiver switch positions.

The following assumptions are further considered with
respect to the Rx CB configuration in Figure 1(a) or the Tx
CB configuration in Figure 1(b):

(A1) The far-field source or receiver is scattered by
a large number of scatterers within its vicinity.
The latter generates from the Tx or Rx signal

Figure 1. Rx and Tx system configurations.

L equal-power rays or ‘spatial chromatics’ (with
reference to their angular distribution) that form an
L-ray propagation channel [15–18]. The l th ray or
chromatic is characterized by its angle �l and its
complex amplitude ˛l D �le

j �l where the ampli-
tudes �l ; l D 1; : : : ; L, and the phases �l ; l D
1; : : : ; L, are i.i.d. random variables, and each phase
is uniformly distributed over Œ� ; �. The angles
�l ; l D 1; : : : ; L, are also i.i.d. random variables
with variance �2

�
and probability density function

p.�/ [16–18]. All �l s, �l s, and �l s are mutually
independent. Note that the standard deviation �� is
commonly known as the AS whereas p.�/ is called
the scattering or angular distribution.

(A2) The channel gain Œf�k between the kth terminal
and the receiver, or the source is a zero-mean unit-
variance circular Gaussian random variable [13].

(A3) The source signal s is a zero-mean random vari-
able with power ps, whereas noises at terminals and
the receiver are zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
ables with variances �v2 and �n2, respectively. The
source signal, noises, and the terminals forward or
backward channel gains are mutually independent.

(A4) The kth terminal is aware of its own coordinates
.rk ;  k/, its forward or backward channel Œf�k ,
the directions of the source �s, K, and �2

�
while
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being oblivious to the locations and the forward
and backward channels of all other terminals in the
network.

Using A1 and the fact that As � R, the channel gain
between the kth terminal and the source or the receiver can
be represented as

Œg�k D
LX
lD1

˛le
�j 2 

�
rk cos.�l� k/ (1)

where 	 is the wavelength.

3. CB TECHNIQUES IN THE
PRESENCE OF LOCAL SCATTERING

3.1. Rx CB configuration

In this scheme, a dual-hop communication is established
from the source S to the receiver. In the first time slot,
the source sends its signal s to the wireless network. Let
y denote the received signal vector at the terminals given
by

yD gsC v (2)

where v is the terminals’ noise vector. In the second time
slot, the kth terminal multiplies its received signal with the
complex conjugate of the beamforming weightwk and for-
wards the resulting signal to the receiver. It follows from
Equation (2) that the received signal at O is

r D fT
�
w�ˇ y

�
C nD wH .fˇ y/C n

D wH .fˇ gsC fˇ v/C n

D swHhCwH .fˇ v/C n (3)

where w , Œw1; : : : ; wK � is the beamforming vector,
h , f ˇ g, f , ŒŒf�1; : : : ; Œf�K �T , and n is the receiver
noise. As mentioned earlier, several approaches can be
adopted to properly select the beamforming weights. In this
paper, we are only concerned with the approach that aims
to minimize the noise power while fixing the beamform-
ing response in the desired direction equal to 1. Several
beamformers based on different channel models exist in the
literature to perform these tasks. If w? denotes the beam-
forming vector associated with one of these beamform-
ers, it is then the solution of the following optimization
problem:

w? D arg minP r
w;n s.t. wHh? D 1 (4)

where h? is the considered nominal channel when design-
ing w? and P r

w;n is the aggregate noise power due to the
thermal noise at the receiver and the forwarded noises from
the terminals given by

P r
w;n D �

2
vwHƒwC �2n (5)

where ƒ , diag
˚
jŒf�1j2; : : : ; jŒf�K j2

�
. Using Equation (5)

in Equation (4), we obtain the following optimization
problem:

w? D arg min wHƒw s.t. wHh? D 1 (6)

It can be readily proven that w? is given by

w? D 
?ƒ�1h? (7)

where 
? is the factor chosen such that the constraint in
Equation (6) is satisfied. In the sequel, we will explore the
main existing beamforming solutions and compare their
performances.

3.1.1. Rx optimal CB.

The Rx OCB is the well-known CSI-based solution, and
hence, its beamforming vector is given by [19–23]

wO D 
Oƒ
�1hO (8)

where hO D h and 
O D
�

hHO ƒ
�1hO

��1
. From

Equation (8), in order to implement the Rx OCB tech-
nique, the source must estimate and quantize the chan-
nels Œh�k ; k D 1; : : : ; K, before sending them back to all
K terminals. This process unfortunately results in both
estimation and quantization errors as well as an impor-
tant overhead. Let us denote the resulting channel vector
by OhO D hO C eO where eO D f ˇ ec C f ˇ ecq, and
ec and ecq are the channel identification and quantization
errors, respectively. Let us denote the variance of eO by
�2eO
D �2ec

C�2ecq
where �2ec

and �2ecq
are the variances of ec

and ecq, respectively. It can be shown that �2ec
is given by

[26]

�2ec
D
3K

2

�
 �2v

NfD

� 2
3

(9)

where NfD is the normalized Doppler frequency and �2ecq
is

assumed to be incurred by (Bc C 1)-bit uniform quantiza-
tion and, hence, is given by [27]

�2ecq
D 2�2Bc

h2Max

12
(10)

where hMax is the peak amplitude of all channels’ realiza-
tions Œh�k for k D 1; : : : ; K. Taking into account these
definitions, the OCB’s beamforming vector is now given
by

OwO D O
Oƒ
�1 OhO (11)

where O
O D
�
OhHO ƒ

�1 OhO

��1
.
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3.1.2. Rx monochromatic DCB.

Alternatively, when designing the Rx CB solution, we
intentionally neglect the local scattering effect (i.e., assume
that �� ! 0) to nominally assume a monochromatic
single-ray propagation channel, and hence, the beam-
forming vector associated with the Rx M-DCB is given
by [13]

wM D 
Mƒ
�1hM (12)

where hMDa.0/, Œa.�/�kDŒf�ke
�j .2 =�/rk cos.�C�s� k/

and 
M D
�

a.0/Hƒ�1a.0/
��1

D 1=K. Also known

as conventional Rx DCB, this beamformer implementation
requires that the source estimates, quantizes and sends its
direction �s only [1]. This process results in both local-
ization and quantization errors and, hence, the channel hM
should be substituted by

OhM D hMe
�j .eaCeaq/ (13)

where ea and eaq are the angle localization and quantization
errors, respectively. Assuming that these errors are rela-
tively small and using Taylor’s series expansion, one can
easily prove that

OhM ' hMC eM (14)

where eM D �jhM
�
eaC eaq

�
with variance �2eM

D �2ea
C

�2eaq
. Using a (Ba C 1)-bit uniform quantization, it can be

shown that [27]

�2eaq
D 2�2Ba

4 2

12
(15)

Furthermore, we use the Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) developed in [28] to define �2ea

as

�2ea
D
4 sin2

�
 
K

�
�2v

NK 2
(16)

where N is the number of samples used to estimate �s.
Taking into account the aforementioned definitions, the
practical M-DCB beamforming vector is now given by

OwM D O
Mƒ
�1 OhM (17)

where O
M D
�
OhHMƒ

�1 OhM

��1

3.1.3. Rx bichromatic distributed CB.

Exploiting the fact that for low AS, a multi-ray
channel—owing to a Taylor series expansion of its correla-
tion matrix—can be properly approximated by two angular
rays and hence considered as bichromatic, a B-DCB was
recently proposed in [24] and [25]. Its beamforming vector
is given by

wB D 
Bƒ
�1hB (18)

where

hB D
1

2
.a.�� /C a.��� // (19)

and

�BD
2

K
lim

K!1

 
ka .�� / k2

K
CRe

(
a.�� /Hƒ

�1a.��� /
K

)!�1

D
2

K

�
1C2

J1.	.2�� //

	.2�� /

��1
(20)

where �.�/ D .4�R=	/ sin.�=2/. Note that in the con-
ventional Rx scenario where the local scattering effect is
neglected (i.e., �� ! 0) to assume monochromatic propa-
gation channels, Equation (18) is reduced to Equation (12).
It is also noteworthy that the Rx B-DCB’s implementation
requires that the source estimates, quantizes, and sends its
direction �s and the AS �� , thereby resulting in both esti-
mation and quantization errors. The channel hB should be
then substituted by

OhB D hBe
�j .eaCeaqCesCesq/ (21)

where es and esq are the AS estimation and quantization
errors, respectively. Using the same approach as mentioned
earlier, one can easily show for relatively small errors that

OhB D hBC eB (22)

where eB D �jhB
�
eaC eaqC esC esq

�
with variance

�2eB
D �2ea

C�2eaq
C�2es

C�2esq
. Using a (BsC1)-bit uniform

quantization, it can be shown that [27]

�2esq
D 2�2Bs

 2

12
(23)

Because AS estimation can be modeled as a direction of
arrival (DoA) estimation of two point sources, we also use
for simplicity the CRLB developed in [28] to define �2es

,
and hence, �2es

D �2ea
. Therefore, the B-DCB beamforming

weight is now

OwB D O
Bƒ
�1 OhB (24)

where

O
B D
2

K

�
1C �2eB

�
�1

�
1C 2

J1.�.2�� //

�.2�� /

��1
(25)

In the sequel, we will analyze and compare the perfor-
mances of all the aforementioned Rx CB designs. Before
doing so, let us turn our attention to the Tx CB configura-
tion.

3.2. Tx CB configuration

In this scheme (cf. Figure 1(b)), a dual-hop communication
is also considered from the source S to the receiver. In the
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first time slot, the source sends its signal s to the terminals,
whereas in the second time slot, the kth terminal multiplies
its received signal with the complex conjugate of the beam-
forming weight wk and forwards the resulting signal to the
far-field receiver. In order to select wk for k D 1; : : : ; K,
the same criterion as aforementioned is used, and hence,
any beamforming solution with beamforming vector wt

?

satisfies

wt
? D arg minP t

w;n s.t. wHh? D 1 (26)

where P t
w;n is the aggregate noise power given by [24]

P t
w;n D �

2
vwHwC �2n (27)

It can be easily shown that wt
? is given by

wt
? D 


t
?h? (28)

where 
t
? is chosen such that wt

? satisfies the constraint in
Equation (26).

3.2.1. Tx optimal CB.

The Tx OCB is a CSI-based solution, and hence, its
beamforming vector is given by

wt
O D 


t
OhO (29)

where hO D h and
t
O D 1=khOk

2. Similarly to wO, the Tx
OCB’s implementation requires that the source estimates
and quantizes the channels Œh�k ; k D 1; : : : ; K, before
sending them back to all K terminals. This process obvi-
ously results in estimation and quantization errors, and
hence, the considered channel hO must be substituted by
OhO. Therefore, wt

O becomes

Owt
O D O


t
O
OhO (30)

where O
t
O D 1=k

OhOk
2.

3.2.2. Tx monochromatic DCB.

If we neglect the local scattering effect (i.e., assume that
�� ! 0) to assume monochromatic single-ray propagation
channels, the optimal solution of Equation (26) becomes

wt
M D 


t
MhM (31)

the beamforming vector associated with the Tx M-
DCB also known as the conventional Tx DCB [3]. In
Equation (31), 
t

M D 1=khMk
2. It is noteworthy that

the implementation of this beamformer requires that the
source estimates, quantizes, and sends its direction �s only,
thereby resulting in estimation and quantization errors
that affect the considered channel hM. Substituting hM
by OhM when designing the Tx M-DCB, we obtain a new
beamforming vector

Owt
M D O


t
M
OhM (32)

where O
t
M D 1=k

OhMk
2.

3.2.3. Tx bichromatic DCB.

In [24], we also propose a Tx B-DCB whose beam-
forming vector is

wt
B D 
BhB (33)

Please note that the implementation of wt
B is similar to that

of wB, and hence, the channel hB should be substituted
by OhB when designing the Tx B-DCB. Using similar steps
as in Section 3.1.3, it can be shown that the beamforming
vector associated with the Tx B-DCB is

wt
B D O
B OhB (34)

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN
TERMS OF ASANR

For the sake of simplicity, in what follows, we only focus
on the Rx CB configuration, but it is straightforward to
show that all the results and deductions also hold for the
Tx CB configuration. In this section, we analyze and com-
pare the performance of the Rx B-DCB against those of
the Rx M-DCB and OCB. To this end, we introduce the
following performance measure:

‡?.�� /D
� Ow?
� OwB

(35)

where

�w D
Pw.�s/

P r
w;n

(36)

is the achieved SNR when the beamforming vector w
is used. ‡?.�� / hence interprets the SNR gain achieved
by the beamformer Ow? against the B-DCB design. In
Equation (36), commonly known as the beampattern,

Pw.�?/ D p?

ˇ̌̌
wHh

ˇ̌̌2
D p?

ˇ̌̌
wH

PL
lD1 ˛la.�?C �l /

ˇ̌̌2
is the received power from a transmitter at direction �?
with power p?. It is noteworthy that ‡?.�� / is an exces-
sively complex function of the random variables rk ,  k ,
and Œf�k for k D 1; : : : ; K, and ˛l , �l for l D 1; : : : ; L,
as well as all the estimation and quantization errors and,
hence, a random quantity of its own. Therefore, it is prac-
tically more appealing to investigate the behavior and the
properties of Q‡?.�� / given by [13,25]

Q‡?.�� /D
Q� Ow?
Q� OwB

(37)

where Q�w D QPw.�s/= QP
r
w;n is the achieved ASANR when

w is implemented with QPw.�?/ D E fPw.�?/g, called the
average beampattern, and QP r

w;n D E
˚
P r

w;n
�

is the aver-
age noise power. In ideal conditions where all the estima-
tion and quantization errors are negligible, we define the
following performance measure:

Q‡ IDL
? .�� /D

Q�w?
Q�wB

(38)
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Before comparing the beamformers’ performances, we
derive the expression of the ASANR Q� Ow? achieved using
Ow?. First, we have

� Ow? D

2?k

�
hH? C eH?

�
ƒ�1hk2

�2v

2
?

�
hH? C eH?

�
ƒ�1 .h?C e?/C �2n

�
�?
O�?

�2
(39)

Using the fact that h and e? are statistically independent,
Q� Ow? can then be expressed as

Q� Ow?D
E
˚		wH? h

		 2�CE
n
�2?

			hHƒ�1e?
			 2o

�2vE
˚
wH?ƒw?

�
C�2vE

n
�2?eH?ƒ

�1e?
o
C�2nE


�
�?
O�?

�2�

D

QPw? .�s/C E
n
�2?

			hHƒ�1e?
			 2o

QP r
w?;nC�

2
vE

n
�2?eH? ƒ

�1e?
o
C�2n

�
E


�
�?
O�?

�2�
� 1

�
(40)

Note that both numerator and denominator decomposes
each into two terms corresponding to a channel mismatch
contribution (i.e., QPw? .�s/ or QP r

w?;n, respectively) and a
channel quantization/estimation errors contribution (i.e.,
the remainder of each term).

4.1. ASANR of B-DCB versus OCB

In this section, we carry out a comparison between the
B-DCB and its OCB vis-a-vis. When the OCB technique
is implemented in the network, it can be readily shown that

QP r
wO;n
D �2vE



1

kgk2

�
C �n

2 (41)

and

QPwO .�?/D 1 (42)

We can also show that

E
n

2O

			hHƒ�1eO

			 2oD �2eO
E



1

kgk2

�
(43)

and

�2vE
n

2OeH? ƒ

�1e?
o
DK�2eO

�2vE



1

kgk4

�
(44)

Now, let us introduce the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Assuming that ˛l for l D 1; : : : ; L, are
Gaussian random variables, we have

E



1

kgk2

�
D
1

K
E

(
1PL

lD1 j˛l j
2

)

D
L

K.L� 1/
(45)

and

E



1

kgk4

�
D

1

K2
E

8̂<
:̂

1�PL
lD1 j˛l j

2
�2
9>=
>;

D
L2

K2.L� 1/.L� 2/
(46)

Proof . See Appendix A. �

In order to derive a closed-form expression for Q‡O, we

need to derive E
n
.
O= O
O/

2
o
. However, the latter turns

out to be intractable in closed-form, and this unfortunately
hampers a rigorous analytical study of Q‡O. Nevertheless,
when K is large enough, we show that†

Q� OwO
D

 
�2nE

(
lim
K!1

�

O

O
O

�2)!�1

D

 
�2n

 
1C 2

�2eO
L

L� 1
C

�4eO
L2

.L� 1/.L� 2/

!!�1
(47)

Therefore, it follows from Equations (9), (10), and (47)
that the ASANR achieved by the OCB technique decreases
when the normalized Doppler spread NfD increases while
it increases if Bc increases. However, we will see in
Section 5.1 that we cannot indefinitely increaseBc because
this has a detrimental effect on the achieved throughput.

In turn, using the B-DCB technique, we have [24,25]

QP r
wB;n
D
2�2v
K

�
1C 2

J1.�.2�� //

�.2�� /

��1
C �n

2 (48)

and

QPwB .�?/D
2

K
�
1C2

J1.	.2�� //
	.2�� /

�
0
@1C 2.K�1/ .�?/�

1C2
J1.	.2�� //
	.2�� /

�
1
A

(49)
with

.�/D

Z
p.�/

�
J1.�.� C � C �� //

�.� C � C �� /

C
J1.�.� C � � �� //

�.� C � � �� /

�2
d� (50)

Note that the integral in Equation (50) can be com-
puted numerically with any desired accuracy by using
the most popular mathematical software packages such as
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) and MATH-
EMATICA (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL, USA),
after properly choosing the probability density function

†1 Please note thatL is in essence an artifact due to channel modeling

by a limited number of rays. In practice, L tends to infinity, and all

terms in L asymptotically disappear.
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p.�/. In fact, several statistical distributions for �l have
been proposed so far such as the Laplace, Gaussian, or Uni-
form distribution [15–18], but here, we are only concerned
by the latter. Furthermore, we show that

E
n

2B

			hHƒ�1eB

			 2oD 2�2eB

K

�
1C 2

J1.�.2�� //

�.2�� /

��1
(51)

and

E
n

2BeHB ƒ

�1eB

o
D
2�2eB

K

�
1C 2

J1.�.2�� //

�.2�� /

��1
(52)

Therefore, using Equations (25) and (20) as well as
Equations (48)–(52), for large K, we obtain

Q� OwB
D
4.0/

�
1C 2

J1.	.2�� //
	.2�� /

��2
�2n
�
1C �2eB

�
2

(53)

It follows from Equation (53) that in contrast with the
OCB, which is a CSI-based beamforming solution, the
achieved ASANR using B-DCB remains constant when NfD
increases. Furthermore, it follows also that increasing Ba
and/or Bs results in improving the ASANR achieved using
B-DCB. Using Equations (47) and (53), we obtain

Q‡O.�� /D Q‡
IDL
O .�� /

�
1C �2eB

�
2

1C 2
�2eO

L

L�1
C

�4eO
L2

.L�1/.L�2/

(54)

where

Q‡ IDL
O .�� /D

�
1C 2

J1.	.2�� //
	.2�� /

�2
4.0/

(55)

Given the fact that when NfD increases �2eO
increases, it

can be inferred from Equation (54) that Q‡O.�� / decreases
as expected. Moreover, it can be readily proven that
Q‡ IDL

O .0/ D 1. This is expected because, when there is
no local scattering in the source vicinity (i.e., �� D 0),
wO D wB. Simulations results in Section 6 will also show
that, in rural and suburban areas where �� is small,
Q‡ IDL

O .�� / D 1. Therefore, from Equations (9) and (54),
Q‡O.�� / < 1 for large NfD and small AS. Consequently,

the B-DCB is able to outperform its OCB vis-a-vis when
�� is small such as in rural and suburban areas. However,
when �� is relatively large such as in urban areas, one can
easily show that J1.�.2�� //=�.2�� /' 0 [4], and hence, it
holds for large K that Q‡ IDL

O .�� / ' .4.0//�1. Because
.0/ decreases if �� increases, Q‡O.�� / turns out to be
a decreasing function of �� for high AS. Consequently,
in ideal conditions, the OCB outperforms the B-DCB in
terms of ASANR at high AS. However, it follows from
Equation (54) that this ASANR gain decreases if NfD
increases. Simulations in Section 6 will show that this
results in a wider operational region in terms of AS values
over which the B-DCB is favored against OCB.

4.2. ASANR of B-DCB versus M-DCB

Using the M-DCB technique, it can be shown that [24,25]

QP r
wM;n

D
�2v
K
C �n

2 (56)

and

QPwM .�?/D
.1C .K � 1/� .�?//

K
(57)

with

�.�/D

Z
p.�/

�
2
J1.�.� C �//

�.� C �/

�2
d� (58)

Note that the discussion involving the integral in
Equation (50) also holds for the integral in Equation (58).
Moreover, using similar steps as aforementioned, we show
for large K that

Q� OwB
D

�.0/

�2n
�
1C �2eM

�
2

(59)

and, hence,

Q‡M.�� /D Q‡
IDL
M .�� /

 
1C �2eB

1C �2eM

!2
(60)

where

Q‡ IDL
M .�� /D

�.0/
�
1C 2

J1.	.2�� //
	.2�� /

�2
4.0/

(61)

In [25], we proved that Q‡ IDL
M .�� / � 1 and the ASANR

gain achieved using wB instead of wM can reach as much
as 3 dB for high AS. However, from Equation (60),
Q‡M.�� / < Q‡

IDL
M .�� / only when �2eB

> �2eM
(i.e., small

Ba and Bs). Therefore, the B-DCB always outperforms the
M-DCB as found in ideal conditions, excluding excep-
tional circumstances of unrealistic low quantization levels
(i.e., very large quantization errors) that are hard to justify
in practice.

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS IN
TERMS OF LINK-LEVEL
THROUGHPUT

The problem with the comparisons made earlier at the
ASANR level is that they do not factor in the differ-
ent overhead costs incurred by each solution. It is there-
fore appropriate to make comparisons in terms of the
link-level throughput as well. Let T Ow?.�� / denote the
link-level throughput achieved by any beamformer Ow? as
follows [29]:

T Ow? .�� /D
1

2
E
n�
W �W oh

Ow?

�
log2

�
1C � Ow?

�o
(62)
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where W is the channel bandwidth, W oh
Ow?

is the band-

width allocated to the implementation overhead of Ow?, and
the expectation is taken with respect to the random vari-
ables rk ,  k , and Œf�k for k D 1; : : : ; K, ˛l and �l for
l D 1; : : : ; L, as well as any estimation and quantiza-
tion errors. Obliviously, T Ow? .�� / is intractable in closed-
form, which hampers its analytical study. However, know-
ing that log2.x/ is a concave function and using Jensen’s
inequality, we introduce the following upper bound:

T bound
Ow?

.�� /D
1

2

�
W �W oh

Ow?

�
log2

�
1C E

˚
� Ow?

��
(63)

where it can be shown that when K is large enough for
Ow? 2 f OwO; OwB; OwMg, we have [24,25]

T bound
Ow?

.�� /
p1
�! QT Ow?.�� / (64)

where

QT Ow? .�� /D
1

2

�
W �W oh

Ow?

�
log2

�
1C Q� Ow?

�
(65)

Without loss of generality, we assume for simplicity a
BPSK-modulated transmission, and hence, QT Ow?.�� / can be
rewritten as

QT Ow? .�� /D 0:5
�
RT �R

oh
Ow?

�
log2

�
1C Q� Ow?

�
(66)

where RT and Roh
Ow?

are the transmission bit rate and the
overhead bit rate, respectively. Because the tightness of
Jensen’s inequality has already been proved in [30], the
throughput gain given by

G?.�� /D
QT Ow? .�� /� QT OwB

.�� /

QT OwB
.�� /

(67)

can be used to compare the CBs’ performances. Yet,
we will shortly see later, both by analysis and simula-
tions, that this simplifying assumption is still able to pro-
vide an analytical framework that is extremely insightful
qualitatively.

5.1. Throughput of B-DCB versus OCB

As discussed in Section 3.1.1, OCB’s implementation
requires that the source broadcast all Œh�k ; k D 1; : : : ; K,
for all K terminals. This process requires K time slots
of Bc bits transmitted at an identification refreshment rate
fIR D 1=TIR where TIR denotes the refreshment period.
It is noteworthy that TIR should satisfy TIR � Tc where
Tc D 0:423=fD is the coherence time and fD is the
maximum Doppler frequency. For simplicity, we assume
fIR D 2fD. Therefore, the OCB implementation overhead
rate is Roh

OwO
D 2KBcfD, and hence, its achieved through-

put is

QT OwO
.�� /D 0:5RT

�
1� 2KBc NfD

�
log2

�
1C Q� OwO

�
(68)

As can be observed from Equation (68), the achieved
throughput using the OCB technique decreases if the
number of terminals K increases. Furthermore, because
when NfD increases, ec increases and Q� OwO

decreases,
it follows then from the aforementioned result that
QT OwO

also decreases if NfD increases. Interestingly, from

Equation (68), Bc has two contradictory effects on QT OwO
.

Indeed, if Bc increases the OCB overhead rate increases,
and hence, QT OwO

is decreased. However, as discussed ear-

lier, increasing Bc improves the ASANR Q� OwO
, and there-

fore, the achieved throughput QT OwO
is increased. The result

in Equation (68) could then be exploited to find the opti-
mum number of quantization bits Bopt

c that maximizes the
throughput achieved using the OCB technique.

On the other hand, the B-DCB implementation requires
that the source estimates, quantizes, and broadcasts �s and
�� . Broadcasting the angular estimate requires only one
time slot of Ba bits transmitted at a localization refresh-
ment rate fLR D 1=TLR where TLR is the refreshment
period. In turn, broadcasting the AS estimate requires one
time slot ofBs bits transmitted at an estimation refreshment
rate fER D 1=TER where TER is the estimation refresh-
ment period. Consequently, the B-DCB implementation
overhead is

Roh
OwB
D BafLRCBsfER (69)

Because TLR and TER are typically very large compared
with TIR (i.e., TLR � TIR and TER � TIR), we have both
fLR and fER negligible compared with fIR (i.e., fLR ' 0

and fER ' 0), and hence, we have Roh
OwB
' 0. Therefore,

the throughput achieved using the B-DCB is

QT OwB
.�� /' 0:5RT log2

�
1C Q� OwB

�
(70)

As can be shown from Equation (70), in contrast to OCB,
the B-DCB throughput is independent of the number of ter-
minals K and the normalized Doppler frequency NfD, and
therefore, GO.�� / decreases ifK and/or NfD increases. Fur-
thermore, because we showed in Section 4.1 that Q� OwB

�
Q� OwO

for high SNR and relatively large Ba and Bs, we have

GO.�� / < 0 (71)

for large K and low AS. Consequently, the B-DCB out-
performs, in rural and suburban areas, its OCB vis-a-vis
in terms of achieved throughput. Simulations in Section 6
will show that this results in a wider operational region
in terms of AS values over which the B-DCB is favored
against OCB. They will also establish that this operational
region increases withK and NfD and reaches as much as 40ı

for large K and high NfD, against about 17ı in ideal condi-
tions (i.e., without accounting for any overhead cost or any
quantization or estimation error). This further proves the
efficiency the B-DCB technique.
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5.2. Throughput of B-DCB versus M-DCB

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the M-DCB implementa-
tion only requires that the source estimates, quantizes, and
broadcasts its angle �s. Following similar steps as afore-
mentioned, it can be easily shown that Roh

OwM
' 0, and

therefore,

QT OwM
.�� /' 0:5RT log2

�
1C Q� OwM

�
(72)

Thus, from Equations (70) and (72), we obtain

GM.�� /'
log2

�
1C Q� OwM

�
log2

�
1C Q� OwB

� � 1 (73)

Because Q� OwM
� Q� OwB

for reasonable Bs and Ba, we have
GM.�� / � 0. It follows from Equation (73) that the
B-DCB is always more efficient than the M-DCB in terms
of achieved throughput.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

Numerical experiments are performed to verify the analyt-
ical results. In all examples, we assume that the noises’
powers �2n and �2v are 10 dB below the source transmit
power ps and K D 20 (except for Figure 8 in which K
varies). It is also assumed that �s and �� are estimated
using N D 10 samples. Furthermore, we assume that the
number of rays isLD 6 and that their phases are uniformly
distributed. All the results are obtained by averaging over
106 random realizations of rk ,  k , Œf�k for k D 1; : : : ; K,
and ˛l , �l for l D 1; : : : ; L, as well as all the estimation
and quantization errors. For the sake of conciseness, we
only report and discuss the simulation results obtained in
the Rx CB configuration because those obtained in the Tx
CB configuration are quite similar.

Figure 2 displays Q‡ IDL
M .�� / and Q‡M.�� / for different

values of B D Ba D Bs. From this figure, we confirm that
analytical results match perfectly their empirical counter-
parts. As can be observed from Figure 2, for a practical
value B D 8, Q‡M.�� / ' Q‡ IDL

M .�� /. This is expected
because for high quantization levels, quantization errors
are negligible. In such a case, we also show that the B-DCB
is much more efficient in terms of achieved ASANR than
its M-DCB vis-a-vis. However, from Figure 2, the achieved
ASANR gain using OwB instead of OwM decreases with B .
This is expected because Q� OwB

is affected by both quanti-

zation errors eaq and esq, whereas Q� OwM
involves only eaq.

Furthermore, it follows from this figure that the M-DCB
outperforms the B-DCB only for unrealistic low quanti-
zation levels, which are hard to justify in practice. This
corroborates the discussion made in Section 4.2.

Figure 3 shows Q‡ IDL
O .�� / and Q‡O.�� / for NfD D 0

and different values of B D Ba D Bs D Bc. From this
figure we confirm that analytical results match perfectly
their empirical counterparts. As can be seen from Figure 3,
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Figure 2. Q‡ IDL
M .�� / and Q‡M.�� / for K D 20 and different values

of BD Ba D Bs.
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Figure 3. Q‡ IDL
O .�� / and Q‡O.�� / for K D 20, NfD D 0, and
different values of BD Ba D Bs D Bc.

when B D 8, Q‡O.�� / ' Q‡
IDL
O .�� / as expected. In such

a case, the B-DCB is able to achieve the same ASANR as
its OCB vis-a-vis when the AS �� is small such as in rural
or suburban areas. We also show from Figure 3 that the
achieved ASANR gain using OwO instead of OwB increases
if B increases. This is expected since in contrast to
Q� OwB

, which involves two quantization errors, Q� OwO
involves

only ecq.
Figure 4 plots Q‡O.�� / for B D Ba D Bs D Bc D 8 and

different values of NfD. From this figure, for low AS, the
B-DCB always outperforms the OCB solution even for
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Figure 4. Q‡ IDL
O .�� / and Q‡O.�� / for K D 20, B D Ba D Bs D

Bc D 8 bits and different values of NfD.
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Figure 5. GO.�� / for NfD D 10�4, K D 20, and different values
of Bc.

small NfD. Furthermore, Figure 4 establishes that the
achieved ASANR gain using OwO instead of OwB decreases
when NfD increases. This corroborates the discussion made
in Section 4.1.

Figures 5 and 6 plot the throughput gain GO.�� / for dif-
ferent values of NfD and Bc. They also plot GIDL

O .�� / the
throughput gain in ideal conditions (i.e., without account-
ing for any overhead cost or any quantization or estimation
error). As can be observed from these figures, in rural
and suburban areas where the AS is relatively low, the
B-DCB always outperforms the OCB in terms of achieved
throughput. Their performances become actually equal
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Figure 6. GO.�� / for NfD D 10�2, K D 20, and different values
of Bc.
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Figure 7. GO.�� / for K D 20 and different values of NfD.

only in idealistic conditions that ignore the practical effects
of both overhead and estimation and quantization errors.
Figures 5 and 6 also confirm and illustrate the existence
of an optimum quantization level Bopt

c that maximizes the
throughput (i.e., level that best minimizes combined losses
due to errors and overhead) found to be equal to 6 and 5 at
NfD set to 10�4 and 10�2, respectively. At these optimum

quantization levels, OCB suffers from throughput losses
against B-DCB of about 3% and 10%, respectively. The
B-DCB’s throughput gains against OCB indeed increase
with higher normalized Doppler frequencies. The opera-
tional region in terms of AS values over which the B-DCB
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Figure 8. GO.�� / for NfD D 10�4 and different values of K.

is favored against OCB also increases from a nominal low
AS range of about 17ı in ideal conditions to about 20ı and
25ı, respectively.

Figures 7 and 8 plot GO.�� / for different values of NfD
and K, respectively. In these figures, curves are plotted
after performing a numerical evaluation of the optimum
quantization level Bopt

c for each pair value of both NfD and
K. For instance, we find that Bopt

c D 2 bits when NfD D

0:002 and K D 20, whereas Bopt
c D 4 bits when NfD D

10�4 and K D 200. As can be seen from these figures,
the B-DCB’s throughput gain against OCB increases if NfD
and/orK increase(s). Furthermore, the B-DCB operational
region also increases if NfD and/or K increase(s) and can
reach as much as 40ı when NfD D 0:002 and K D 20.
All these observations corroborate all the elements of our
discussion in Section 5.1.

7. CONCLUSION

In this work, we considered the M-DCB and the B-DCB
as well as the optimal CSI-based CB (OCB) solution to
achieve a dual-hop communication from a source to a
receiver through a wireless network comprised of K inde-
pendent terminals. Assuming the presence of local scat-
tering in the source vicinity and accounting for estimation
and quantization errors incurred by each CB solution, we
performed an ASANR comparison between all CB solu-
tions and derived their true achieved ASANR in closed-
form. For low AS, where both solutions nominally achieve
the same ASANR in ideal conditions, we showed that the
B-DCB always outperforms OCB, more so at larger
regions of AS values when errors increase. Excluding
exceptional circumstances of unrealistic low quantization
levels (i.e., very large quantization errors) that are hard to
justify in practice, we also showed that the new B-DCB

always outperforms the M-DCB as recently found nomi-
nally in ideal conditions. This work is also the first to push
the performance analysis of CB to the throughput level by
taking into account the feedback overhead cost incurred by
each solution. We proved both by concordant analysis and
simulations that the B-DCB is able to outperform, even for
high AS values, the OCB, which is penalized by its pro-
hibitive implementation overhead, especially for a large
number of terminals K and/or high Doppler NfD. Indeed,
it was shown that the operational regions in terms of AS
values over which the new B-DCB is favored against OCB
in terms of achieved throughput can reach up to 40ı.

APPENDIX A: PROOF OF
THEOREM 1

From Equation (1), we have

kgk2D
KX
kD1

LX
lD1

˛le
�j

2 rk
�

cos.�l� k/
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˛�me
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cos.�m� k/

D
K

2L

LX
lD1

ˇ̌̌p
2L˛l

ˇ̌̌2
(A.1)

Let us introduce X D
PL
lD1

ˇ̌̌p
2L˛l

ˇ̌̌2
. Assuming that

˛l for l D 1; : : : ; L, are circular complex Gaussian random
variables,X could be considered to have a Chi-squared dis-
tribution with 2L degrees of freedom. Hence, 1=kgk2 D
.2L=K/.1=X/ where 1=X has an inverse Chi-squared
distribution with 2L degrees of freedom. Therefore, its
average is given by

E
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D
L
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(A.2)

On the other hand, its second-order moment is given by
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